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Status of this Memo

   This document is an Internet-Draft and is subject to all provisions
   of Section 10 of RFC2026.

   Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering
   Task Force (IETF), its areas, and its working groups. Note that
   other groups may also distribute working documents as Internet-
   Drafts.

   Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six
   months and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents
   at any time. It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference
   material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."

   The list of current Internet-Drafts can be accessed at
http://www.ietf.org/1id-abstracts.html

   The list of Internet-Draft Shadow Directories can be accessed at
http://www.ietf.org/shadow.html

Abstract

   As one result of the analysis activities in the NSIS group it was
   realized that mobility and the ability to change the flow identifier
   causes problems with existing QoS reservations. To be able to
   associate a signaling message with existing state an identifier
   other than the flow identifier had to be used. Such an abstraction
   is achieved with the session identifier which allows identification
   of established state independently of the flow characteristics.
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   Although the introduction of a session identifier sounds simple and
   beneficial, it introduces a problem which is subsequently referred
   to as the session ownership problem.

   This document describes the session ownership problem, the
   implications for an NSIS protocol and summarizes already discussed
   solutions.
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1.    Introduction

   As one result of the analysis activities in the NSIS group it was
   realized that mobility and the ability to change the flow identifier
   causes problems with existing QoS reservations. To be able to
   associate a signaling message with existing state an identifier
   other than the flow identifier had to be used. Such an abstraction
   is achieved with the session identifier which allows identification
   of established state independently of the flow characteristics.

   Although the introduction of a session identifier sounds simple and
   beneficial, it introduces a problem which is subsequently referred
   to as the session ownership problem. Although the problem is known
   for a very long time (discussion took place already at the 53rd IETF
   and even proposals for solving the problem have been mentioned) the
   topic still has some grey spots.
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   This document describes the session ownership problem, the
   implications for an NSIS protocol and summarizes already discussed
   solutions.

2.    Problem Description

   To allow signaling messages to refer to existing state some sort of
   identifier is required. In RSVP this identifier is based on the flow
   identifier.

   To support mobility and to introduce the ability to change the flow
   identifier mid-session and mid-path an additional identifier is
   required. Throughout this text we call this additional identifier
   the session identifier. Section 4.5.2 of [NSIS-FW] provides a
   description of the different identifiers used in NSIS.

   When a NSIS node receives a signaling message then it has to check
   whether state information already exists, or whether new state has
   to be established. The session identifier can quickly provide
   information whether state information is already available.

   Some of the described problems are less problematic in non-mobile
   environments since the first NSIS-aware router (for example the edge
   or access router) can associate authentication state with the
   session identifier, and hence ownership can be verified. However, if
   we assume a mobility scenario then the movement of a
   node makes this verification step much more difficult since each
   NSIS-aware node along the path could possibly be forced to do this
   verification.

2.1     Mobility

   Figure 1 shows an NSIS Initiator which established state information
   at NSIS nodes along the path as part of the signaling procedure. As
   a result Access Router 1, Router 3 and Router 4 (and other nodes)
   store state information including the Session Identifier SID-x.
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                                            Session ID(SID-x)
                                       +--------+
                     +-----------------+ Router +------------>
    Session ID(SID-x)|                 |   4    |
                 +---+----+            +--------+
                 | Router |
          +------+   3    +*******
          |      +---+----+      *
          |                      *
          | Session ID(SID-x)    * Session ID(SID-x)
      +---+----+             +---+----+
      | Access |             | Access |
      | Router |             | Router |
      |   1    |             |   2    |
      +---+----+             +---+----+
          |                      *
          | Session ID(SID-x)    * Session ID(SID-x)
     +----+------+          +----+------+
     |  NSIS     |          | Adversary |
     | Initiator |          |           |
     +-----------+          +-----------+

                        Figure 1: Mobility Scenario

   The Session Identifier is included in signaling messages as a
   reference to the established state.

   If an adversary were able to obtain the Session Identifier for
   example by eavesdropping signaling messages it would be able to add
   the same Session Identifier SID-x to a new a signaling message. When
   the signaling message hits Router3 (as shown in Figure 3) then
   existing state information can be modified. The adversary can modify
   or delete the established reservation causing unexpected behavior
   for the legitimate user.

   The source of the problem is that Router 3 (cross-over router) is
   unable to decide whether the new signaling message was initiated
   from the owner of the session/reservation.

   In case that this threat is not addressed an adversary can launch
   denial of service, theft of service, and various other attacks.

   Note that the same problem might occur at the receiver side.

2.2     Local Repair Case

   In the above section an end host mobility scenario is described.
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   To make the situation more difficult it must be mentioned that not
   only the initial signaling message originator is allowed to
   authorize NSIS specific operations during the lifetime of an
   established session. As part of the protocol any NSIS aware node
   along the path (and the path might change over time) could be
   involved in the signaling message exchange and it might be necessary
   to provide mobility support or to trigger a local repair procedure.
   Hence if only the initial signaling message originator is allowed to
   trigger signaling message exchange some protocol behavior will not
   be possible.

                            - old path -

                             +--------+
                             | Router |
                       +....>|   2    +...+
                       .     +--------+   .      cross-over
                       .                  .        router
           +--------+  .                  .      +--------+
           | Router +..+                  +.....>| Router |
    ------>|   1    +--+                  +----->|   4    +-------->
           +--------+  |                  |      +--------+
                       |     +--------+   |
                       +---->| Router +---+
                             |   3    |
                             +--------+

                            - new path -

                      Figure 2: Route Change Scenario

3.    Solution Discussion

   Some possible means for verification and proofing ownership of a
   session are given below. These examples should give the reader
   information about the current state of the discussion.

   This section is divided into two parts: First, there is a subsection
   which proposes so-called "local solutions". These solutions are
   characterized by the location where this verification is done. This
   region is typically within the same administrative domain where the
   user is authenticated for the purpose of authorization. Note that an
   intra-domain handover does not necessarily mean that the cross-over
   router where the old path hits the new path is also in the same
   administrative domain. It could be external and therefore these
   local solutions might not be applicable.

   So-called "global solutions" work independently of the domain where
   the end host is currently attached.
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   Note that local does not necessarily only refer to the first
   administrative domain. If a trust relationship with other domains
   also exist then verification is possible at other domains as well.

3.1     Local solutions

   The following solutions have one property in common which allows an
   entity to verify that a signaling message is actually legitimate to
   perform the indicated action: At the initial request some state is
   created which allows subsequent requests to be associated with this
   state.

   The created state can either be in the network itself (e.g. at a
   centralized entity) whereby the centralized entity needs to be
   queried to perform verification or some information is shipped
   around but allows local verification.

3.1.1     Authorization Token

   The authorization token approach requires that an entity in the
   network produces a token during the initial signaling message
   exchange. This token is cryptographically protected and must be
   verifiable by entities in the local domain. The authorization token
   must be protected to prevent an adversary at the wireless link to
   intercept the token and to reuse it. The authorization token allows
   link subsequent actions to an initial authorization (e.g. by
   including the token into the signaling message after a handover).
   The end host only forwards the authorization token. Hence the token
   itself does not provide authentication.

   This solution is referred as local since the token has to be granted
   and verified within the same domain (or within domains with a pre-
   defined trust relationship).

   A more sophisticated version would use a concept similar to Kerberos
   tickets whereby the end host actively participates in the protocol
   by showing the knowledge of the session key. As authorization
   information the ticket could include the session identifier.

3.1.2     Context Transfer

   Context Transfer is another approach the network to associate a new
   signaling message to a previous one. The Context Transfer protocol
   allows to move state information from one access router to another.
   The assumption thereby is that if state was create at one particular
   access router then the forwarded state would also allow the new
   access router to verify the incoming signaling message. Due to the
   transitive trust provided by hop-by-hop security protection in
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   intermediate router would trust that the signaling message have been
   correctly verified and only the authorized entity issued the
   signaling message.

   A short discussion of context transfer in relationship with RSVP is
   provided in Section 1.2.6 of [Tho02]. The same considerations are
   also applicable to CT for NSIS.

3.1.3     Centralized Entity

   Using this approach a cross-over router where the new path hits the
   old path and where authorization is desired information inside the
   signaling message (e.g. a token which only points to state installed
   at the centralized entity or user credentials) could be used to
   perform this verification. For QoS signaling the Policy Decision
   Point would be a possible centralized entity.

   Different to authorization token approach the token does not need to
   be verified at an individual node itself. For the authorization
   token approach it is necessary to provide the necessary information
   within the token itself. In case of a central entity only a
   reference to the stored information needs to be provided. The
   distinction between the authorization token and this approach is
   therefore, from an NSIS protocol point of view, marginal. A solution
   could possible support both mechanisms easily (e.g. [RFC3521] and
   [RFC3520]).

3.2     Global Solutions

3.2.1     Purpose Built Key Based Approach

   This approach makes use of a cryptographic session identifier and
   follows the idea described in [PBK]. The identifier is created as:

   Session ID = PRF(Public Key)

   The output of the PRF function needs to be truncated if necessary to
   fit the length requirements of the Session ID. As a PRF function MD5
   or SHA-1 could be used.

   The signaling initiator would therefore create a public / private
   key pair before starting NSIS signaling for a specific session.

   Every time the end host roams from one location to another the
   following information is added to the NSIS signaling message:

   - Session ID
   - Public Key

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3521
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3520
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   - Digital Signature of some signaling message payloads including a
   timestamp

   A receiving entity (e.g. cross-over router) can verify that
   - the Session ID matches the hash of the public key
   - the private key, which was used to compute the digital signaling,
   matches to the public key (by verifying the digital signature)
   - the authorization indication is fresh (verifying the timestamp)

   Note that this approach does not require a public key
   infrastructure. It only makes use of the inability of an adversary
   to later compute a key pair whereby the hash of public matches the
   session identifier. Since the session identifier is stored at the
   individual routers along the path it is not possible adversary to
   masquerade the owner of the session id.

   As described above replay protection is provided with the help of
   timestamps.

   The disadvantages of this approach are:
   - Performance for the public key operation
   - Size of the messages (the public key has to be included in
   addition to other fields)
   - Only the creator of the key pair is able to authorize actions (if
   we ignore delegation approaches). This seems to be very restrictive.

   [WC02] follows a similar approach by distributing a public key along
   the path. Whenever an update is required then the message containing
   the previous session identifier, the new session identifier, the
   public key and a sequence number. The sequence number field is not
   only a short random number; instead it is a digital signature
   computed over the care-of address and the sequence number. A
   successful verification at the cross-over router stores the new
   values along the entire path.

3.2.2     Hash Series Based Approach

   The Hash Series approach provides better performance than the PBK-
   based approach. To set up the protocol a random T0 number is created
   and hashed n times as shown below. The length of the hash series is
   chosen by the creator with the value n:

                                T1=hash(T0)
                                T2=hash(T1)
                                    ...
                               Tn=hash(Tn-1)

   The session identifier is chosen in such a way that it equals Tn.
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   The hash values are then released in the reverse order. Every hash
   value is used only once and the number of the latest hash value has
   to be stored. Since the total number of hash values has to be set at
   protocol startup it is necessary to "change" the hash series after
   all values are exhausted. Since the hash series is associated to the
   session identifier it is also necessary to change the session
   identifier or to restart the protocol with a new session identifier.

   A signaling message would therefore include:
   - Session ID (=Tn)
   - Total number of hash values (n)
   - Current hash value (Ti)
   - Index of current hash value (i)

   A verifying entity would therefore recompute the hash chain to
   verify that the session id is valid. Furthermore it is necessary to
   compare the received hash value with the lasted one received (if no
   hash value got lost) Tx+1 would have to equal hash(Tx).

   To prevent reuse of a hash value by an adversary it is necessary
   that all nodes along the path store the latest valid value.

3.2.3     Confidentiality protection of session identifier

   This approach is very simple and follows the following arguments:
   - An adversary can only mount an attack if it knows the Session ID
   - The end host has to trust the intermediate nodes and networks to
   perform according to the expected behavior. Due to the flexible
   protocol operation it is necessary for intermediate nodes to act on
   behalf of the end host.

   Providing confidentiality protection to protect the Session ID makes
   it more very difficult for an adversary to eavesdrop the session
   identifier and to reuse it for a subsequent attack.

   Confidentiality protection of the session identifier therefore
   addresses attacks from outsiders (entities which do not actively
   participate in the NSIS signaling protocol). Hence it must be
   assured that the session identifier is never transmitted in clear
   between two signaling entities (e.g. in clear over the wireless
   link). Adversaries along the path (i.e. an NSIS node which was
   intercepted by an adversary) are not addressed by this approach.

   It is obvious that the session identifier must be chosen in a way
   which does not allow an adversary to guess it. One possibility is to
   choose the value for the Session Identifier randomly with each
   session. It must be ensured that the identifier is sufficient large
   (e.g. 128 bits).
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   This approach was selected for CASP [CASP].

4.    Pending Issues

   - Replay protection

   Replay protection for the solutions described in Section 3 is hard.
   Assuming globally synchronized clocks for timestamp-based replay
   protection is possibly hard to justify.

   - Authorizing entity

   To keep the NSIS protocol flexible it seems that it is undesirable
   to restrict certain actions only to a single entity (e.g. to the
   signaling initiator). Some solutions discussed in Section 3 tend to
   force such an approach. The question therefore is: "Which entity is
   allowed to authorize which actions?"

   - Certain solutions discussed in Section 3 require the distribution
   (and storage) of information along the path.

   - Signaling message behavior

   NSIS signaling messages do not always travel end-to-end. Instead, in
   mobility scenarios it is sometimes desirable to start or to
   terminate the signaling message exchange somewhere along the path.
   Is this still valid or do all message have to travel end-to-end?

   - Local or global solution

   It is obviously much simpler to provide a solution which works
   locally. Since the ownership problem could possibly require
   verification at any node along the path it seems to be that a global
   solution should be targeted.

5.    Summary

   To provide proper security for the session ownership problem a
   solution has to face many challenges including performance, state
   maintenance, replay protection and most important - the flexibility
   of the NSIS protocol itself.

   The above-described problem of authorization is not restricted to
   communication at the edge as described above. The problem basically
   occurs anywhere in the network whenever an old path becomes invalid
   and a reservation along a new path has to be established. The merge
   point (or cross-over router from the above mobility scenario) has to
   make sure that only the legitimate owner of the reservation issued
   this request.
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   Introducing a session identifier for the purpose of more efficient
   mobility handling needs to be carefully compared to the additionally
   introduced complexity (for example by the corresponding security
   mechanism). The benefits gained by this new concept can easily be
   destroyed by heavy-weight security mechanisms or by introducing new
   security vulnerabilities.

6.    Security Considerations

   This document addresses security issues of the Session ID. To
   provide a more detailed threat analysis it is necessary to resolve
   the pending issues listed in Section 4.

   This threat is also briefly described in [THREATS].

   The solutions described in this document to not aim to provide
   protection for signaling messages itself.

7.    Open Issues

   Adding multicast handling to an NSIS adds a number of further open
   issues. In case of multicast it is possible that nodes join and
   leave the multicast group. If sensitive information is transmitted
   to the active signaling entities then a previously joined node can
   later perform some actions even after leaving the multicast group.

   Sooner or later it is necessary to come up with a definition of the
   problem we are aiming to solve. Such a definition might look like:
   "An NSIS message is authentic if it originates from the initiator
   for a session, or from an NSIS node that has been authorized to act
   on behalf of the initiator by virtue of taking part in the NSIS
   signaling session."
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